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                            DNS Database Search

                            Search our DNS repository of IP Addresses, domains, their records and history.
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                            Query by domain - e.g., CloudFlare.
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                            Query by IP - e.g., 185.228.168.168
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                        Over 90m+ domains and their IP history available for free here. 
                        

                    

                

            

        

        
        
        
        
            
                
                Don't know how to get started? Check some examples of what you can do:

                


                CDN providers


                - Find all domains using CloudFlare's DNS

                - Find all domains using Sucuri WAF/CDN

                - Find all domains using Fastly's CDN

                


                Email providers


                - Find all domains using Hey.com email service

                - Find all domains using Protonmail email service

                


                Hosting providers


                - Subdomains using Shopify

                - Subdomains using Gitlab

                


                Sub domain discovery


                - Find all subdomains from Cisco.com

                - Find all subdomains from Microsoft.com

                - Find all subdomains from xbox.com

                - Find all subdomains from sony.com

                


                Domains per IP Address


                - Find all domains on a BlueHost server

                - Find all domains on a GoDaddy server

                


            

        

        

        


        
        
            
                
		    
			
                        	Service discovery, reverse lookup, IP history, all here..

                        	

			

                        
                            
                                	
                                    		
                                    		
                                        		
                                        		Service Discovery

                                        		Find domains using a specific product or service.

                                            

                                	

                                	
                                    	
                                    		
                                        		
                                        		IP Reverse Lookup

                                        		Find domains behind an IP address.

                                    		

                                	

                                	
                                    	
                                    		
                                        		
                                        		Sub Domains Discovery

                                        		Find subdomains associated with an organization. 

                                    		

									

								

                        

		    
        
            
                
                    
                        DNS Archive is a way back machine for all things related to domains and IPs. A powerful intelligence platform to feed your attack surface management needs. 
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            DNS Archive is a data repository for all things related to domains and IPs. It is part of the NOC.org suite of tools.   
            

            

            Active products include:
            

            

            CleanBrowsing (DNS Resolver)
            

            Trunc (Log Management)
            

            NOC (CDN / WAF)
         


        

        

        
        
          
          
            Products
          

          
            Speed (CDN)
          

          
            Security (WAF)
          

          
            Host DNS (Auth DNS)
	      

          
            Monitoring
          

		

        

        
        
          
          
            Free Projects
          

          
            DNS Repo
          

          
            IP Reputation
          

          
            DNS Blacklist
          

          
            Help Documentation
          
          
            About
          

	

        

        
        
          
          
            Contact Us
          

          twitter: @noc_org

          
            email: support@noc.org
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